2012, Jan 5

Mother Sekhmet's Thursday Night Call

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH THURSDAY NIGHT.
● CLICK ON “STARGATE ROUND TABLE” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH
THE WORDS PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Opening Meditation:

Angelsu

Tuning Forks:
MariettaRobert
Important to have our frequencies balanced: one way is to use the Solfeggio tones which were used in the
past and kept the monks balanced, eliminated fear, guilt, etc – eventually suppressed by the church
Ute
– 396 Hz - #9 vibration – helps liberate us from guilt, fear, grief, past hurts
Re [ray] – 417 Hz - #3 vibration – facilitates change; letting go of old baggage; helps to clean chakras;
reminds us we are a holy child of god
Mi [me] - 528 Hz - #6 vibration – DNA repair; clears vibration which are not in harmony with our being
Transformation and miracle
Fa [fah] - 639 Hz - #9 vibration – connecting, relationships, family; supporting us as a co-creator;
calls in the heart
Sol [soul] – 741Hz - #3 vibration - awakening intuition; helps us solve problems; balances right and left
brain
La [lah] – 863 Hz - #6 vibration - helps us return to spiritual order; cleans the chakras – it reverses
movement, restores order; clearing, returning to spiritual order
for 7th chakra, do all 6 together angel frequency – very high – 4686 Hz
earth – 136.1 Hz - finishes with this one to bring us back to the earth we live on
● Tesla said if you understand the 3, 6 and 9, you will understand the structure of the Universe
● All of us have ways of helping people balance frequencies and get rid of old
Transformational Clearing – a process literally downloaded to MariettaRobert
● we come into the world with packet of energy around us; they are lessons that we have to learn
● when something happens to us when we are younger, the old program can keep running and no
longer serve us. She can find that
● Call her at 317 773 7761 or e-mail her
● MR's birthday – Jan 7 – this is a 4 year for her; a year that takes all learned in years 1 – 3 and
puts it together for a useable form; we have all been to school here and this year, it's
For MR: To find the year you are in, in your own personal cycle: take month of birth 1 + 7 + 2012 or 5 = 13
or a 4 [the year in your own 9 year cycle]
5 year - time off for good behaviour if you flow with the change; transformation and change;
6 year - responsibility to loved ones
7 year - a spiritual growth year
8 year - means illness if don't take that 7th year as spiritual growth
9 year - time to finish all the old stuff that is going on; clean out the closet so can begin with a 1 year
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● usually feel the influence of the new year about 3 months before your birthday
● when you understand the chart, you realize you're not maybe losing your mind
● In numerology, use name on the birth certificate – the premise is the soul changes the name, as each
letter has its own vibration, so the name sets up the stage to dance on in this lifetime
● On the 7th, Marietta is 77 – so it's all 7s!!!
● The most exciting this is that we are going to put together all we have learned in a workable, useable
form
Guests: There will be none, as first guest had to change; 2nd one did not arrive to destination on time to
get on the phone call
Mayan Calendar:
Rainbird
Angelsu – will you be giving us same opportunity to get a copy Mayan calendar for 2012
$5 to get a copy of Mayan calendar for 2012
her e-mail address: lightenergync@gmail.com
Give her our name and address and send her $5
Jan 5 – Caban 13 – last day of the wave of the snake – the earth tone given by MR is a healing tone
Jan 6 – Mirror Lots of energy to work with, lots to do
Housekeeping:
D'Yanna
● cat is now getting better; looking good for 15 year old cat; sending on
● #4 sets a new foundation for our life – with Mother a #13 setting the stage, means a good beginning
BBS: need a little help!
$286 from last week + $300 for this week
T & R: they need rent money too + bills – they don't eat until their bills are paid!
Yet the Universe is supplying us well! We expect another miracle this week.
Notify them if sending something:
koran999@comcast.net
Let MariettaRobert know:
317-773-0061
Rama's address:
Ram D Berkowitz
2442 Cerillos Road, # 385
Santa Fe, NM 87505
Hard News:
R: This year is a water dragon – in spite of the wild and wooly stories in 3D, our galactic brothers and
sisters are walking beside us and affecting the matter it is now 5D, not 3D
● There are various pieces of Mother's story coming up to be healed
T: coming up is the next story of the Lost Symbol tomorrow – getting curiouser and curiouser of what is
being said
Stephanie Miller: commenting on Obama and the name the dark side has given him: Barry Soto and did he
really walk the surface of the moon?
R: from KOS lips to Rama's ears: he is the one who will walk us through this
● On SM, Stephanie talks of comedy and brings a light side to the news; she is involved with those
connected to the folks on MSNBC and they are tied into White Knights like Mike Malloy,
Randi Rhodes and Thomm Hartman
● Last night, George Noory had a discussion on Obama and that he walked on surface of mars as a
teenager with Andrew Assiago; he has been ready for this current mission for over 1000 years
● the stories from DC are very ugly about what the Republican ones have done to discredit him in
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any way they can
● Iowa – a fiasco far removed from the real reality; they are desperately afraid of what he is
going to drop in their laps in spite of White House denials that ships are real and he
walked on Mars
● It has to do with the bigger story that he keeps being told in his ear from across the universe –
the first thing we have to drop is issue about colour and race & then we can meet them
● What is going on is to make him a one term president – yet everything this man has done,
including the recess appointment to the Consumer Protection Agency
T: the Republicans began in March, 2007 before Easter break and kept the break from being real: using a
trick that every 3 days saw a congressional members on the floor of Congress – open the session
with the gavel, bang it 3 times, then close it – they were doing this over the so-called recess
period of Christmas in 2011 [in order to say that Congress was still in session so Barack could do
nothing more.]
● Barack overruled this and said that there is a prior concern here: it's been proven for the last 6
months that whatever is supposed to be done by congress has been thwarted and against the good
of the citizenry has been thwarted, so this recess appointment stands.
● Thom H said Teddy Roosevelt did it 100+ years ago, set a precedent – The Roosevelt Decision
so it's in the annals of the law that he has backup to do it.
T: Fox News is livid that he did this and they want to kill him more than ever! It represents their demise
Along with the National Defence Authorization Act – he signed it with a signing statement,
denying that citizens can be arrested or detained without warrant – he will not do that.
● The reason he signed in first place – See The Ed Show for Wed Jan 4 - Sam Seder was on and
Jim Hightower, said BO did it so he can arrest the criminals who are international violators of
the criminal code of ICC and by putting this in place inside the country, he can go ahead and arrest
people as the USA did not sign up with the World Court
MR: it is scary for people to think we can be arrested & picked up for anything
T: No we can't – The signing statement said no they cant; Once these ones are arrested, it will be done
● Everything statutory thing that they have passed will be rescinded – it is all fraud
● The lawyers' training is also fraud: they study legalese, not constitutional law
● After the arrests and announcement of NESARA law, all statutes from 1871 and beyond will be
rescinded; they took out the 13th amendment back then
● Not to freak out – that is what we've been told
Caller: she has been dealing with a lot of male and female energies, and battles over the male trying to
overcome the female – is this something that is going on in the universe?
R: yes, it's ascension symptoms and the frequencies increasing by the second. Has heard it from
everywhere – homeless people to those working in the state – witnessing anomalies– has to do with
the frequencies that awaken us to healing
● the Hunab Kuh is being re-set – anything that is out of balance, then needs harmonizing; this is
being wrestled with in mental, emotional, physical
● KOS said in a text – there are going to be a lot of people leaving the planet this year, another could be
Karl Rove, Bill Clinton, Hillary Clinton, the energies are that intense
Caller: should I just send it love? It is mostly 3 men – should I standup or stand down?
● It's a large corporation; she is the site administrator for 43 men – there was a battle and one of
the men is accusing her of doing what she didn't do; her supervisor believed them over her;
● They are bullying her to leave her position! The whole thing was weird
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T: you are in the belly of the beast; don't know the status of your corporation, but she bets they are
involved in hedge funds and don't like a female calling them to integrity.
● Remain neutral
● Send the men more love
Angelsu: Use the law of One - we'll do it now: think of all of them and call in Mother Earth and Mother
Sekhmet, any Ascended Masters you connect with and take your ground as the divine daughter as
you are and say welcome, let us work together
R: talked to Valerie Plame and Joe Wilson; they were discussing the recess appointment of Obama.
● He chose Pentagon to hold the press conference today, first time a president has ever done this.
● Key People were there: a coup going on within a coup between the black hats and the white hats
● Has to do with the space command and how we meet our brothers and sisters in the stars
● Please do not buy into the fear factor from the clowny clones on the right – these people do
not represent any kind of reality that is falling away faster than we can keep up.
● When we are quiet and listen, we can hear Mother Earth and Father Sky breathing
KOS SAYS SEND THEM LOVE
Thom Hartmann: started his show by talking of the Mayan Calendar and the asteroid YU?? and how, in
conjunction with this particular asteroid that comes around every few cycles
● Yet as Hoagland has said, our friends are out there, diverting those objects which may affect
our atmosphere.
● Yet there is an undertow being portrayed by some folks – military, legislative, administrative,
and judicial branches of gov 't are in conflict about righting the ship of state -Valerie and Joe said
there are more and more stories coming out about our friends – full disclosure cannot be held back
Randi Rhodes: started her show talking of Gingerich, Mr Cain, Romney, McCain – and the infighting going
on between the ancient Annunaki dragonfamilies – Mitt represents the white dragons direct from
Dracos which have wings – he has thick leathery skin; he is like the ones living in the Superstition
Mountains which are descendents – the ones from the Far East want to come back to wholeness
● Randi described Newt as a different kind of dinosaur reptilian, so is McCain and there is a fight
for supremacy among the ancient families, and they know Mother is here
● Here goes a dragon like McCain standing up for Romney and he loathes Romney, but was told to
do his job, like it or not
R: also heard that the sabre rattling between Iran, us and other countries has to do with leaving the
petro dollar and going into gold backed currencies – not seen this since 1971
● The fiasco with Iran has to do with money, as we step out of using oil, not with nukes.
● He asked Thom if he had seen Thrive – no, they hadn't and R said they must – it answers all the
stories going on about free energy
R: they got quite a bit of food from the Sikh temple and took it to the Occupy people in Santa Fe – Tara
made different things too – he took the food and a bit of money given them for the Occupy people
● The Occupy people gave the $ back so they used it for food and paid their gas bill.
● They placed Rama in a circle of 75 people – Occupy Santa Fe again – and 2 policemen came and
joined; they sang 2 songs “All We are Saying is give Peace a Chance” and “Imagine all the people”
● Then everyone sat down and Rama channelled Mother: she told them how to take the movie
Thrive and Occupy the capitol, the Roundhouse, and challenge the Gov for her unjust labour
practices; firemen, policemen being laid off; busting unions like Walker in Wisconsin; removing
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the checks and balances that give We the People the right to redress for grievances.
● Mother asked who'd seen the movie; some had it on their computer. She told them to take it to
the capitol, sit on the steps and watch the movie “Thrive” together, on all the computers in front
of the Tea Party governor's face – will get 5,000 people and go there
T: they got a $30 blessing from a friend; went to fill the tire with air; found it leaking, went to Discount
Tire and got one for just $30 – a miracle!
R: Val Plame said Ben F and David W are compromised 100% - now taking big time money from the
Rockefeller family – got greedy! The 13 families know N will be announced and that we will go on
gold backed currency – the 130 nations connected with the Monaco accords – the video of James
Martinez and about the new economy is a very good video.
Cathy: a shock about Ben and David W – why did this happen? He's been on the path; he has to know that
this will result very poorly for him
T: the govt tagged him when he was 6 or 7 and he has been programmed ever since;
● T & R played his first recordings back to 2006 – he said then he admitted that he saw the govt
take orphans from the streets in NYC and put them in the jump chair and saw them killed.
● He was comprised then and has a huge ego and boasted that he was Edgar Cayce returned. The
Cayce people said no he was not when T&R visited Virginia Beach in 2009.
Cathy: what does Mother say about this?
T: Edgar went into trances when Ra came through and channelled for the people; he killed himself by
smoking and eating meat all the time, even though he was admonished for his behaviour
Cathy: I know you have always said he was immature
Cathy: James Martinez movie – David saying he was a fake and Kelly Cassidy wondering whether he was
given permission by the white knights to say this
T: KOS says David Wilcox completely compromised; dark side won't let him say anything about N
● this was the 3rd time David said it was a fraud so he didn't come back to love
R: when you step into the realm with folks connected with 13 families – they are moving in the direction of
the old empires of the Annunaki which are going down
● They have to comply with the Law of the One or else they cannot stay in this location of Tita
Lacoria
● We are already at the place of knowing “as we think, so we are”; as they continue to hold
vibration of negativity and death , they are being taken out
● The 99% are protected within the Office of the Christ, and they see this and are affected by it
● They can choose by the Law of the One – won't be until very last minute
● This has to do with the end of the Mayan Calendar and the red star kachina and the blue star
kachina coming in – has to do with earth changes
● Blue Star kachina – the Hopi prophecy after the Mayan calendar, there are messengers that
come in from the stars: the blue star kacina is the blue lodge of Sirius - the light mother energy:
Mother and her Paschat people are invited to be on Sirius B by the crystal people of Sirius B and
the Andromedans, and the Nibiruans – blue star kachina is light Mother energy – has to do with
the cleansing which has to happen on the planet
● Red star kachina - the dark mother energy – the great cleansing and purification on this planet,
and everything is being stirred up – the ancient stories are coming to pass and what we understand
from the ancient cultures are based on actual fact
● the Ancient Alien show comes in – Eric von Dannikan – the chariots of the gods and the stories
about what is to be re-discovered from the ancient scripts & texts which have to do with the
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great flood and before, when earth was in closer to the sun, when we never needed clothes or
sleep and had all our abilities ; when there was peace on this planet – this is returning to the
garden of Eden which was part of the story of Hyberboria which was in the Arctic Circle – a good
adjunct to the discussion about the Khazars
Caller: Happy New Year. Re the video going around and the 130 countries and then the e-mail coming out Was it was a hoax? The reason she heard it was a hoax was there was no such thing as a one world
currency, and there is no one person representing the 130 nations.
T: That is true: there will be a basket of currencies, and the rainbow bill will be part of that basked of
currencies
R: this is why the Euro has to go – the seven heads and 10 horns of Revelations
Caller: means is the video is a hoax ?
T: No it does not! The video says there is no one world currency
● The person who told you it was a hoax is compromised, 100% - David Wilcox - everything that
was on there was gorgeous, high vibration, nothing to do with criminality
Caller: is it James Martinez who talks? Yes.
Caller: Who is he?
R: Doesn't know enough to comment; behind the scenes, St Ge is orchestrating this to bring in the new I
AM America – he spoke of it in The New Atlantis and that the book would be completed when it
manifested
T: the hint is that the voice of Anonymous is St. Germain, coming every week now
Cathy: the Wanderer in the Skies has said that some of those you think are light workers are not, and
those you think are not will show up to be T: Chris Matthews came back to the light; he broke free from MI6 and the Q of E – another example of
one breaking free
Caller: can hear in the voices that everyone is a littler further down the line now! Happy New Year, love to
all, thanks for all you have done! Has always been around, never left.
Caller: about the movie “Thrive”
www.thrivemovement.com

is the place to go

Caller: first time on the call – fascinating. Thinks it's important to provide more details on people
● Are the arrests imminent?
● If indeed Barack Obama is the Si ran Commander, how do you justify aggression against Iraq?
T: Hillary Clinton has been running the show, and Barack is under the wings of St Germain and KOS, and
everything she has done will be known.
● She was executed Nov 4, 2008; many, many clones made of her and this is a fact that will be
presented to the people.
● Every member of the old administration that he put in the new Admin he did on purpose, so what
they did would be exposed to the people and the criminality that has been going on.
● As for Libya, all Obama did was initiate the saving of the people of Ben Gazi, a little town where
they would have killed 75- 100 000 people where Ghaddafi's operation was heading
● He passed it to Hillary, she went to Paris and made it happen. Had a clone of Gaddafi made, and
it was killed. NATO did all the crap in the water, not Obama. Sarkozy had a bigger vested interest
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in Libya than the others; both he and Berlesconi had such interest.
● B Obama went to Brazil and to Chile; there were 6 flags behind him in each country and 3 of
them had no fringe so it means he was speaking inside N law –
● For all these years, the KOS has said that over 100 million black ops have been killed or we would
not be here. Hillary has been answering the wishes of the 13 families.
Caller: Why have not HAARP, the FEMA camps been dismantled?
T: The dark ones have to be arrested first – since 1945, they have been broadcasting radiation poisoning
from the top of the Giza Pyramid; all gets dismantled after their arrests.
● They have overlords until the Ashtar Command comes in and takes them out; needed the people
to awake and aware; those of us aware of these things have been on our backs
● All things are immanent: the light has pre-meditatively planned to counter act the dark ones'
moves for last 31 years. However, we skipped some of the moves, and if the Occupy movement had
not occurred, we would have lost the game: it began because of the Arab spring which happened in
face of worse odds than we have ever seen in the US, and Hillary was behind those regimes
R: this is much bigger than we have any idea bout – the brotherhoods, sisterhoods, the separoth, the
cheribim, etc -the beings that come from 200 million different civilizations have helped
T: we are all members of these 200 million civilizations and we have way more responsibility to wake
the world up, as we are ahead of the time line so OCCUPY
● current timeline got reset by Hunab Ku being set on current timeline between May 9 – May 11,
2009 when it was reset for the Aquarian age and the next 2000 years dispensation and the
energies have been pouring in through all the portals
● the time line is a bridge between 5th dimension magnetic light which travels 10 Million x faster
than 3D which means we are bringing in anti gravity awareness – it was only an illusion that we
were trapped in 3D limitation
● Ben Fulford was editor in chief of Forbes magazine and for the last 20-25 year, a pawn on the
Rockefeller checker board
● As Chris M that said a week ago Tuesday, he was greedier than the Rockefellers. Yet he did his
part for those who had eyes to see: they read his articles and told everyone what was true and
what the cabal wanted – and ask higher up if they were not sure – it's the power of discernment
● David W latched on to Ben F and found himself in bigger and bigger trouble.
Caller: the million dollar question – are the arrests immanent?
T: many ongoing arrests behind the scenes – they have been ongoing for years;
● There are people in The Hague awaiting execution at the level of hedge fund managers; many
are no longer here; many banksters gone – those that are prominent people have been replaced by
look-alikes which will be kept in place until the time – the significant characters will be arrested at
once
● We don't hear someone like Chris M saying that prominent people will be executed under a gag
orders. Yet the news is arranged so the people can see who is being arrested and why – the main
anchor people are facilitating the changeover - Keith Olberman; Rachel Maddow; Cenk Uger;
Laurence O'donnell, Chris Hayes, Al Sharpton, Martin Bashir, Daryl Rattigan – they are working
with the White Knights and KOS
● She thinks the 2 month extension of the tax cuts [Jan, Feb] lines up with spring coming, when
New Year comes, and between now and then we'll see it happen
Caller: she thinks that by April we will have gone through very major changes, based on her own intuitive
awareness
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T: that shows up in the astrology too
Caller: the James Martinez video – this is a huge thing that was put out
● It's on Conscious Media Network – a 24 minute interview, he reads a long statement about the
economy and the finances not being for the benefit of the planet; interview done in December,
posted Jan 1 www.cmn.tv
Mother:
● In the Office of the Christ and only in the Office of the Christ, we invoke the loving energies of St
Germain and the Violet Flame
T asks for the awakening of those holding out, awakening to the power of love, to letting go of the power
of fear
● Couldn't be happier to see Mother now with 4 on the floor
Greetings, Children of Ra:
● all the issues, stories coming to pass now in this moment, cannot count the eons to time
2012 is really 2014 according to the aboriginal people ● It is about the awakening that we are all experiencing and the healing down to our tippy toes – the 99%
after all, it is 100% that makes it which has already been seen to come to pass
● It is why the Wingmakers are here – the Reformation act being announced and the issues at
hand in terms of our freedom which is at hand. All of the pictures have already come to pass.
● The full circle of the story – we have already seen 175 million years into the future; this moment now,
this second here -it is changing how the Reformation act gets spoken about and ways we
communicate with each other
● All has to do with the fever pitch of desire to get rid of the man who has been groomed to take
us through this. They are deeply afraid because he is in a position to do what he has to do about
announcing our presence – a much bigger story than fake elections and rigging the votes.
● Has all to do with the road we are on which has not yet been tried, but we already have seen you
completed this – this is the time it gets complete
● Removing the 1% is the sticky wicket, those who have created the fictional stories about us and about
your time lines that have infiltrated and changed how your thought processes work.
● There is no veil: you see us, we see you, it is time we get on with this and set aside issues of
differences in appearance
● We are in uncharted territory and this has to do with the idea of setting up the Naqual, the
un-ordinary is the ordinary – we are walking with death on our shoulder every single second
● This so-called offence to the constitution – the recess appointment of the consumer protection
appointment: all of the things which keep the country great and the air and water, all of the
● We understand your concern abut the nuclear plants leaking, cancer alley along the water ways – the
ancient ways to boil water! Don't need to split atoms to boil water, just take it out of the air
like Tesla said
● The movie Thrive shows how it can be changed over night, but multi-national corporations are in the way
● Jim Hightower says the only good corporation is a dead corporation!
● Rolling back the issues of what was put in place by Ronnie ray-guns and all of that has been torn
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asunder where we are witnessing the second-by-second erosion of our freedoms.
● The man representing hope is bringing it back into balance; it is about the 100% of all of us,
including our children who see it as the Old World Oder, and who have their gloves off and going
for the jugular: every day there is a threat against the man in the Oval Office and every day
there are more and more of us coming to walk beside us.
● It is not hard to see us – we are the shining lights that are coming forth like the trillions of suns
blazing in your reality; already in sunrise, sunset you see Nibiru
● It would be in everyone's best interests that we are here to share how a different point of view
is creating a different reality that has not been seen since the time of Atlantis, Lemuria
● It is about how we do this together – as sharing the movie Thrive – how we use the new energy
that awaken s the story here: new form of communication, travel, jobs , free energy, no more
destruction of Gaia
T: asks about what kinds of jobs might be created: when the Atlantean grid is activated, don't need
anyone for that
Mo: creating a new infrastructure – Jacques Fresco and the Venus project;
Thrive – the idea of how the torus works with the free energy and the quantum fields that are
within each of us
T: about jobs
Mo: the jobs come into manifestation here, we are announced and land, and issues begin to be
discussed; in a matter of hours, they can bring in technologies which bring in
● there are ships counsellors ready to deploy the technologies that dismantle death things
dismantle the nukes; no more fossil fuels; we receive the energy from Creator Source
Closing statement: You are all fully aligned and fully aware and awakened: now is the time to take what we
have -Thrive is the other story about the new economy – spread the word!
Closing:
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